BRING HOSPITAL-GRADE
CONTINUOUS AIR AND SURFACE
PATHOGEN REDUCTION TO
YOUR OFFICE.
The CASPR Compact reduces harmful viruses,
including SARS-CoV-2, and bacteria from the air
and surfaces. It continuously reduces the level
of clinically relevant pathogens throughout
your environment without requiring additional
resources or interrupting your workspace.
CASPR, which stands for Continuous Air & Surface
Pathogen Reduction, offers no touch, enhanced
disinfection for every surface in your work
environment, every minute of the day. CASPR
Compact is not an air filter. It reacts with H2O
molecules in the air to deliver highly effective
oxidizing molecules, including Hydrogen Peroxide,
at safe levels, to all surfaces, removing pathogens
that ordinary cleaning methods can miss.
CASPR Compact can effectively treat a 1,500
sq. foot area. It is perfect for conference
rooms, break rooms, and any space where
portability is a must.
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EFFECTIVE AGAINST A
MULTITUDE OF VIRUSES

FELINE CALICIVIRUS
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“CASPR’s Natural Catalytic Converter was tested
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against SARS-CoV2 and was found to inactivate
93% of the exposed viruses within 150 minutes.”
– University of Wisconsin School
of Medicine and Public Health
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BENEFITS
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up to 99.9% kill rate of
viruses on surfaces
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INFLUENZA A (H1N1)
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effective against bacteria,
viruses and mold
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MS2 BACTERIOPHAGE (MS2)

easy Installation.
plug and play operation
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safe, discreet and silent
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Testing results indicate that CASPR materially reduces or eliminates microorganisms on surfaces in a controlled
environment. Results showed Bacteria was reduced over 99.998%, Fungi was reduced over 95%, Methicillin
Resistant Staphylococcus (MRSA) was reduced over 99.98%, Influenza A (H1N1) was reduced over 99.93%, and
MS2 (virus) was reduced over 99.993%, on surfaces during the testing.

SPECIFICATIONS
electrical
120/220 VAC, 50/60 HZ 70 watts
mechanical
adjustable fan 460 cfm
dimensions
12”H x 9”W x 12”D
weight
16 pounds
max temp
150° F
*Testing performed by Microchem Laboratory using ASTM E1153 Testing Methods
**These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, or cure any disease.
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